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equipment and materials needed for their work.
Tyco calculated the working day on the basis of the time 
elapsing between the technician’s arrival at their first 
appointment of the day and the time the technician left the 
premises of the last appointment. Tyco did not consider 
the time the technicians spent travelling from their homes 
to their first customer and from their last customer back to 
their homes as ‘working time’. The technicians were travelling 
varying distances to their appointments, at times more than 
100 kilometres with commuting times of up to 3 hours.

CJEU’s decision 

The CJEU confirmed the opinion reached by the Advocate 
General in June 2015, holding that time spent by peripatetic 
employees on their daily commute between their homes 
and first and last customer appointments designated by their 
employer is ‘working time’.

Mobile Workers
Does travel to the first (and from the last) assignment of the day 
count as ‘working time’? 

Background
Technicians employed by Tyco install and maintain security 
equipment in private homes and commercial premises 
located within various provinces of Spain. Tyco formerly ran 
a network of regional offices, to which its technicians used to 
report each day to collect their company vehicles and daily 
schedules. Time spent travelling from the technicians’ homes 
to the regional office was not treated as ‘working time’. Time 
travelling from the regional office to their first appointment, 
and back again from their last appointment, to drop off their 
company vehicles, was counted as ‘working time’. 

New technology adopted by Tyco meant the regional offices 
could be closed and allowed technicians to work remotely 
from home. The technicians received their daily schedules 
through a mobile phone application and used a company 
supplied vehicle to attend customer appointments, using 
the same company vehicle to return home at the end of the 
day.  The technicians were required to travel at least once per 
week to the offices of a transport logistics company to pick up 

Yes, according to the Court of Justice of the European Union (“CJEU”) in Federacion de Servicios 
Privados del sindicato Comisiones Obreras v Tyco Integrated Security SL and another - time spent by 
mobile workers on daily travel between their homes and the premises of their first and last clients of 
the day is ‘working time’ under Article 2(1) of the Working Time Directive 2003 (”the WTD”).



• the ruling  does not mean that employers will be 
obliged to pay for this additional ‘working time’ as, 
save for holiday pay, the WTD does not relate to 
remuneration and this is governed by the provisions 
of national law;

• the relevant national law in the UK are Regs. 27 and 
34 of the National Minimum Wage Regulations 2015 
(“the NMW”), which effectively provide that time 
travelling between a worker’s home and his place 
of work or any place where an assignment is carried 
out does not count as ‘working time’ for the NMW;  

• that said, this ruling could create a debate on the 
interpretation of the NMW in respect of peripatetic 
workforces, as the NMW provide that subsequent 
travel from assignment to assignment is ‘working 
time’.  In view of the ruling it appears it has become 
increasingly difficult to justify the difference between 
these two categories;

• employers may need to restrict the geographical 
boundaries of their services to ensure their workers’ 
journey time is kept to a minimum; and

• employers may face potential penalties if found in 
breach of the Working Time Regulations 1998.

In light of the above concerns, employers with a mobile 
workforce should carefully consider the implications of the 
ruling.

The CJEU concluded that it was only the departure point 
and not the nature of the journeys which had changed since 
the closure of the regional offices and so workers must be 
regarded as carrying out their activity or duties during the 
time spent travelling between home and customers.  

The decisive point was that, during the journey, the 
technicians are “not able to use their time freely and pursue 
their own interests, so that, consequently, they are at their 
employer’s disposal”.  Accordingly, this time was held to be 
‘working time’ for the purposes of the WTD. 

What’s the impact for UK 
employers?
The knock-on effects of the ruling are potentially far-reaching:

• it will directly impact calculations for the working 
week, rest breaks and daily rest periods for mobile 
workers;  

• under the Working Time Regulations 1998 (which 
implement the WTD in the UK)  a worker is entitled 
to a 20 minute unpaid rest break after six hours’ 
work and at least 11 hours in any 24 hour period.  
As the period of what is deemed ‘working time’ 
is effectively extended employers should ensure 
calculations regarding rest breaks are reviewed 
accordingly;

• again, as ‘working time’ is being extended, there is 
the prospect that this ruling may mean that mobile 
workers may be in breach of the 48 hour average 
working week limit - employers should therefore 
ensure that valid opt-out agreements are in place or 
comply with the 48 hour limit;
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Planning for the Future

Employment Law is regularly dictated by Europe and both 
legislative changes and case law developments are frequent 
and wide-ranging.  The Group provides you with information, 
employment documentation and advice which is designed to 
help you prepare for these changes.

Delivering Results

Work we typically carry out for clients includes:

• Documentation
• Dispute resolution
• Termination
• Boardroom disputes
• Discrimination
• Enforcement
• Work permits, executive immigration
• Training, reports and publications

Looking after your day-to-day needs

We understand that the effective management of 
employment issues can be crucial.  We build long term 
relationships in order to understand what is important to you 
and how you wish to work.  Working with you in this way 
means you are provided with a proactive legal service which 
is based on technical excellence, while remaining creative, 
effective and sensitive to the needs of the relevant matter. So 
our legal service truly adds value.

Clients

Our employment lawyers serve a broad range of clients, 
including international corporations, businesses of all sizes, 
charitable organisations and individuals.

Your Problems Solved

Our philosophy is to avoid problems rather than merely 
resolve them. You benefit from legal advice combined with 
wider practical awareness so that we provide solutions, not 
just information.

Our Employment Law Offering

We Laytons’ specialist employment lawyers combine in-depth knowledge with the complementary
skills of the firm’s dispute resolution, commercial, intellectual property, pensions and tax lawyers to 
support you in all aspects of employment related matters.
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